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It’s easy to lump in Gold Panda with the dozens of other hip hop-inspired,
stoner-friendly beat makers that emerged at the beginning of this
decade. But Panda has always stood out from the pack, in part due to
his voracious use of samplers. No matter how many bells, pianos, drums,
and zithers he throws on top of his productions, you can hear his fingers
slamming his beloved MPC sampler at the core of each track. This gives
his music an alluringly ramshackle quality; no matter how “organic” his
music sounds, it’s palpably powered by machines.

Good Luck and Do Your Best, the British producer’s third album (his real
name is uncertain, though his first name is probably “Derwin”), strikes a
pitch-perfect balance between the organic and the mechanical. Counter
intuitively, it’s the machines that provide most of the visceral thrills here,
while organic instruments – many from his adopted home of Japan – fill in the edges to create an amniotic wall of
sound. A typical track on this album starts with Panda mashing out something weird on his sampler before all
manner of instruments burst into bloom. There’s no telling where a Good Luck track will go once it starts: check
“Song for a Dead Friend,” which starts out sounding like a Timbaland beat before settling into a melancholy worthy
of its title.

Still, compared to his last two albums, there’s a lot less emphasis on the MPC. Lucky Shiner and Half of Where You
Live put it front and center, while he’s a lot more content to bury it on this one, though it never strays far from sight.
The result is a richer, lusher, more immersive project than we’re used to from Panda. There are no emotional
jackhammers like Lucky Shiner’s “You.” Unlike that record and Panda’s forebear the Field, Good Luck And Do Your
Best doesn’t generate emotion through awe-inspiring moments. This one’s all about mood, and Good Luck and Do
Your Best mostly trades in tranquility with a pervasive melancholy.

This isn’t a flaw by itself; Panda’s music is still rich, endlessly easy to explore and a joy to listen to. But after a while,
the tracks here start to bleed together and feel the same. It’s fun to be caught up in Good Luck’s drift for most of its
runtime, but as the album hits some of the later tracks, like “Unthank” and “Time Eater,” it starts to drag. Good Luck
would have been worth trimming by a track or two. The ending’s more than worth it, though. The tantalizingly titled
“Your Good Times Are Just Beginning” is one of Panda’s best productions, pairing a lonely horn with a skittering
beat that wouldn’t be out of place on a 2000s Radiohead album.

Nothing here’s a radical shift from anything Panda’s done before, and it’s good to see him sticking to a well-honed
sound and fleshing it out rather than shifting to a more fashionable style. This sort of lush, producer-oriented music
hasn’t been chic for about five years, and most beat makers these days are more interested in drawing from the
postmodern aesthetics of Yeezus or vaporwave. Good Luck and Do Your Best is a refreshing reminder that this sort
of music can still pack a punch – and that Gold Panda is still making some of the best beats out there.
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